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• COLOHIAL CONTACT WITH EUROPEAN LIFE IN THE EARLY EIGHTEENTH
CENTURY AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE TOWN OF BOSTON
CHAPTER I,
INTRODUCT ION
The eighteenth century is one of the most interesting
periods of study in the entire history of the relations between the
American colonies and the mother country. It was a period fraught
with great possibilities and achievements in economic, literary,
social and religious life - a time of unrest and transition both
in the old a.nd in the Nev; Worlds.
In Europe, France under Louis XIV, was the predominant
power. For Spain, during the seventeenth century had been steadily
declining. And Germany had not yet recovered from the effects of
the Hundred Years War, sufficiently to offer much resistance to \
the advance of the French emperor. But the ascendancy of the
French did not extend to the New World. There, the English, with
their characteristic national pride and bull dog tenacity held the
balance of power. French colonization was made in the spirit of
self-interest, generally with a mercenary motive, and with no
thought of permanently transferring the culture and refinement of
France to the New World. Besides those who came over for the
purpose of gain, there were indeed some who were animated by the
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desire to convert the natives of this new land to the mother church.
These were for the most part missionaries of the Jesuit order. In
striking contrast to the French, stand the British colonies in
America. The chief incentive of most of the early English colonists
was to found a new home for themselves and perpetuate the best
parts of the civilization and institutions of their mother country.
And, as far as possible, these colonies had kept in rather close
touch with the progress made in every field in their home land.
In England, as in America, the years 1688-9 marked the
triumph of liberal ideals, especially along governmental and
religious lines. The revolution of this year, in England, was the
culmination of a great religious and political conflict which de-
fended the protest ant establishment of the church, asserted the
soverignty of Parliament, defined certain fundamental rights of the
individual, and placed these rights under the new soverigns, William
and Mary. In America, a similar rebellion against constituted
authority proclaimed the right of Ilew England to have a voice in
the government and brought about the moderation of the centralizing
policy of government that James II had been following with respect
to his colonial possessions. It was a time when the human mind
was growing tired of the narrow conventions and customs that had
held it in leach so long, and was beginning to reach out after a
broader interpretation of life and its purposes. In the colonies,
it was the kindling of that spirit which glowed secretly in the
hearts of the people for so many years and which finally burst
forth in the flame of enthusiasm and revolt, called the American
revolut ion.
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At this period, none of the European nations gave true
valuation to their colonial possessions. In the seventeenth
century, men believed that the worth of a colony and the wealth of
a nation depended upon the possession of precious metals. For
example, England regarded her colonies as valuable in so far as
they provided products not available in England, for which she
would otherwise have to pay out English money. Colonies were mere-
ly means for supplying the home country with products not produced
there, and were sources for replenishing the home treasury; they
were not looked upon as an integral part of the government at all.
But by the eighteenth century, this sentiment was beginning to chan^
somewhat. A few of the prominent statesmen were commencing to
realize some of the possibilities of the American colonies for
propagating and extending English ideals and activities. But at
the same time, they felt that the people in America were growing
away from their mother country, and were developing independent
interests, activities, and modes of thought. Kence we see the
attempt of the king in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries to make his interests secure by putting the colonies underj
a royal governor.
It would be well now to turn to a consideration of the
conditions in New England itself, describing briefly the older
Puritan code that had ruled the country since its foundation.
This view was indeed still in predominance altho the period from
1689-1740 was a time of transition from the strict puritan idea of
life to a more liberal attitude of mind. In religion this was
especially true.
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As an example of the true New Englander of the early type,
no better illustration can be found than Cotton Mather, a congre-
gationalist preacher of Boston, called by Barrett Wendell, the
"Puritan Priest." A few extracts from his diary will give a vivid
picture of the Puritan training of early days. He says, "I began
to pray even when I began to speak. I learned myself to write be-
fore my going to school for it, I used secret prayer, not confining
myself tc forms in it; and yet I composed forms of prayer for my
school mates (l suppose when I y>ras "seven or eight years old), and
obliged them to pray,"^ And in another place, he tells us that
besides his literary labors, he made it a practice to pray several
times a day, tc hold frequent fasts, to lecture from three to seven
times a week, to instruct his children in religious matters, to
call upon the sick and help the poor, and also to keep up a lively
correspondence with the most important men in Holland, England, and
America*^
Mather's attention, however, was not limited tc his hone
country, or even to his religion, for he was greatly interested in
the literature, arts, and sciences of the European countries. He
was able to read several modern languages with ease, besides having
a very fair knowledge of Latin and Greek, Even his influence was
not entirely local. It was through his efforts that the inoculation
process was finally adopted in the treatment of smallpox cases.
Both in Europe and America, the smallpox had been raging with deadly
1. Diary of Cotton Leather, 33.
2, Ibid., -549.
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effects, until Mather, at last tried inoculstion with such good
results that he says, "The smallpox making terrible destruction
in several parts of Europe, I would hasten unto Holland on account
of the astonishing success we have seen of the smallpox inoculated."^
The social order was also changing in New England. The
idea that every moment must be occupied in work was gradually giving
place to a less severe attitude of enjoyment of the pleasures of
life. National holidays and ro^^al birthdays were beginning to be
observed in the old world style; balls, afternoon teas, and other
social entertainments came into fashion with the coming of the
Royal governor. This introduction of English customs into the
church and state in New England was, of course, bitterly opposed
by the older Puritan element, but in spite of this, it m.ade steady
progress.
Along industrial lines, too, New England was advancing.
The production of iron was becoming an important item; as was also
the ship building industry. Moreover in Boston, the center of
j the life of New England, a few local experiments were being tried
in the weaving of a coarse cloth, the manufacture of paper, and
the miaking of beaver hats. One of the chief industries encouraged
by the British government, however, was the production and exporta-
tion of naval stores and the development of the fisheries.
Nevertheless these were several things which tended toward
the separation of the colonies from the mother country, and which
were obstacles to the development of close contact between them.
1, Diary of Cotton leather II, 365.

There was first, the long ocean voyag3 w-ith its unknoY.-n dangers
both from the sea itself and from the disastrouG storms which so
often o\^ertook the little crafts journeying across the boundless
sea. These terrors were augmented by the smallness of the ships,
the dangers from pirates, and the hostility of the European nations
toward one another. V.'hen v;e compare the ships of that day, the
miaiority of which were not over one hundred tons, to the floating
palaces of today, with their electric lights, luxurious furnishings,
and modern conveniences, we can inore readily apprecis.te some of
the hardships of an ocean voyage during the early history of our
country. Just to show the imir.snse difference in size, a five
hundred ton ship was, in the eighteenth century considered very
large, while now a five thousand ton one is looked upon as rather
small. And it was but natural that in the crowded conditions
necessary on such small boats, sanitary precautions could not be
as carefully observed as they should be; a fact which added
anothar risk to be taken by anyone v/ho dared to cross the sea. Then,
as has been suggested, the ships of one country were the lawful
|
prey of another hostile nation: In this period of almost continuous!
war, this was not one of the least drawbacks to intercourse between I
the Old and the Llew l/Vorlds.
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CHAPTER II
BCOHOMIC RELATIOUS
But in spite of the diffioulties of oonBmmioation "between
England and her Ajnerioan colonies, there were several lines of
direct oontact "between the two lands which bound them closely toge-
ther* One of the most vital of these was the tra^e relations.
Daring the early eighteenth century, Boston was one of the chief
oommeroial ports of America, and it is surprising to see how great
an interest in trade existed at that time. In fact, the whole
trade of the colonies was considered of so much importance that
the British Government thot it necessary to pass a series of Navi-
gation Acts in 1660, 1663, and 1675. In these laws, England e-
numerated the articles that should he shipped only from the ooloniei
to England; specified that goods of European production must he
taken first to England; and declared that all trade "between the
ooloziies and the other countries must be carried on only in Eng-
lish ships, owned and manned by English subjects. But in reality,
these restrictions did not work as many hardships as is generally
supposed. At this time the majority of the vessels were owned
by the Hew Bnglanders themselves :^a very small proportion of them
belonging to England • In 1700, Boston owned twenty-five ships of
one hundred and fifty to three hundred tons, thirty-nine of about
one hundred tons and under, fifty brigantines, thirteen ketches,
1 Geo. L. Beer. Old Colonial System II. 246.
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sixty-seven sloops, in all about one hundred and ninety-four ves-
sels.^ And from the newspapers of the times and the colonial
records, it is evident that ships sailed from Boston to the ports
of Spain, Portugal, Holland, Prance, Germany, Scotland, and Eng-
land, besides those that went to the Sest Indies and the other
colonies of America."^ In explaining the cause for this great
trade, Mr. Weeden says, "After the European changes creating a
greater demand and compelling industrial effort, one main cause for
this extension of commerce was the action of the English capital,
"brot over to reinforce that of the Boston merchants • The oolonial
resources had grown suffioiently to afford a stable basis for lar-
ger operations, and to attract the ever ready assistance of foreign
capital".* In another passage in his book, Mr. Weeden makes the
statement that a full third of the trade at both Boston and Hew
York in 1700 was directly against law. It seems however that he
has rather exaggerated facts. It is true that while Edward Ran-
dolph was governor, fifteen vessels were taken and their goods
1 Weeden. Economic and Social History of New England. 360.
2 This conclusion is also supported by the report of Randolph
"Haval Office Returns, Mass. lilo. 35" given in Palfrey's
Hist* of ITew Jilngland III 566-7. "Cleared at the port of
Boston in the half year betv/een March 25 and Sept. 29, 1688,
7 vessels for England; one, for Payal; two, for Madeira;
one, for Holland; eleven, for Bilboa; one, for the Canary
Is«; eighty-four, for Barbadoes, Jamaica and other West
India Is.; thirty-two for other Horth Araer. colonies; one
for Portugal; and 1, for Cadiz. Almost all of these ves-
sels were ov/ned in Boston, and were "Plantation built".
3 Weeden. Economic and Social History of IJew England. 360.
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seized for illegal trade at the port of Boston: and these cases
were tried first in the looal courts and then appeaHed to England
for decision.^ But we have the statement of the governor of
Massachusetts himself in 1679 "that it is impossible to prevent
some vessels going to France and Holland, the owners of which
paid the duties in the colony; but that it never had traded ir-
regularly for more than 5000 a year**. In corroboration of this,
Simon Bradstreet wrote from Boston in 1680, "And that we violate
all the Acts of Trade and navigation, etc, whereby his Ito^esty
is damaged in his customs to the value of 100000 yearly and the
kingdom more, when as by the strictest inquiry that I can make of
merchants unconcerned and others, there hath never been 5000 ir-
regularly traded by the merchants of this place a year"*
But it was not only the commercial transactions of Bos-
ton that were supervised by the British government. About this
time New England was getting interested in manufacturing and was
beginning to wake up to the possibilities along this line. This
frightened the English tradesmen who had been supplying the col-
onies with the necessary articles, and the British government was
|
persuaded to take action on the matter. "The governors were in-
structed to discourage all manufacturers and to give an account
of any indication of the same".^ One such report made by Governor
Belcher to the Lords of Trade in 1751 will suffuce as an illustra-
tion. He says "The woolen manufacture in the province is much
less than formerly, the common lands on which the sheep used to
LI
Acts of the Privy Council, Colonial £5. llo.44.
E Mass.Hist. Society Coll. 3rd series VIII-331.
Beer. Old Colonial ' System II - S85
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feed being now divided into particular proprieties. The number
of them is much reduced and the people almost wholly clothed with
woolen from Great Britain. The manufacturing of flax into linen
93 me courser, some finer, daily increases, "by the great resort of
the people from Ireland into this Province who are well skilled in
that "business. ^Phe chief trade of the province continues in the
exportation of masts, yards, bowsprits, boards, staves, aid rafters
for England, but principally to Spain and Portugal, and me to
the Oharrible Is. with lumber and refuse fish, and the better sort
of fish to Spain. Portugal, Italy eot."^
!l?here are several instances, during this period of Par-
liamentary restrictions on colonial industry* For example, quite
a considerable hat industry seems to have sprang up in Hew ilngland
and in 1731, the company of felt makers in England petitioned
Parliament to prohibit the exportation of hats from the American
colonies, representing that foreign markets were supplied thence
and that some were even exported t;o :3ngl.^nd. In consequence of
this petition a statute was passed prohibiting the exportation of
hats from America and providing that no one should make felts or
hats but Such as had served a seven year apprenticeship* The
iron industry likewise caused the English manufacturers uneasi-
ness. To pacify them, parliament decreed that, "Ho mill or other
engine with a tilt hammer, nor any furnace for making steel shall
be erected in the colonies. If so erected, it is to be deemed a
1 Belcher Papers I 70.
2 Geo. L. Beer. Commercial Policy of England toward the America^
Colonies. Columbia U. Studies III, 81-2.
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oominon nuisanoe".
But in apite of all opposing factors, trade in the col-
onies oD ntinued to thrive; and Boston continued to mirror, in her
small way, the life in the countries across the sea. The chief
exports were fish, naval stores, iron, lumher etc. To England
the colonies exported sugar, molasses, cotton, wool, logwood, and
l)ra2illa wood which they ohrained from the West Indies, In re-
turn, Uew England imported cloth of all sorts, machinery, books,
paper, etc., which had not, as yet, been introduced in the new
land. Especially were the fabrics and stuffs for all the varied
wearing apparel being imported constantly from England and the
Mediterranean ports, where the fish and timber laden vessels made
their exchanges." To show one instance of the importance of the
fish industry alone, take this entry in the diary of Samuel Sewall,
"Thoraday, I go with ray brother on board the Hampshire, merchant,
Abel Combs, master, ready to sail for Cadiz. Has two thousand
quintales of fish on board, one hundred and twenty tons burden.
An advertisement in the Boston Kews letter will illus-
trate one of the common and yet important articles of importation,
made necessary by the shipbuilding industry. Hamely, "There is
now arrived from England good cordage of all sizes from spun yam
to cables of sixteen inches, as also canvas; to be sold whole-
4
sale or retail at his warehouse upon the dock in Boston".
I—Ikss.Sist Society Coll. 3rd series YIII. £18.
2 Weeden. Economic and Social Hist. of New Eng. II. 535.
3 Diary of Samuel Sewall VII. 25.
4 Digest of the Provincial Press. I. 359.
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One of the most important items of importation - the
stuffs and materials for wearing apparel - can perhaps he hest
desorihed hy quoting aome orders from Judge Sew^ll's Diary and
Letter Books • For Instance, in a letter to Mr. John Love, Lon-
don, he orders him to lay out what money he has on hand, belonging
to him (Sewall) in buying, "six yards hlaok hroadoloth; eight
yards hlaok flowered lutestring or damask; twenty yards of flowered
damask of a grave oolour; twenty-eight yards flowered damask green
and white; twenty yards of hleu and white ditto; and three silk
laces for trimming the petitcoat of the three colours last men-
tioned".^ And in another letter to Mr. Love he desires twenty-
six yards of silk, good, strong and of a grave colour to make his
wife a gown and petitcoat; with trinaning; a piece of silk of
lighter colour; an end of coloured hroadoloth to make himself a
suit, with shaloon to line it, and buttons, silk, etc. In this
list he alao' ordered some books and some English money sent to
him.^
Another evidence of the close business relations exist-
ing between the inhabitants of Boston and the foreign merchants
are the records of goods sent over by these merchants to be sold
for them in Boston. Several examples of this appear in Sewall's
letters. In writing to Mr. Thomas Burbank of Rumsey, he says,
"I received a pack of serges and stockings for your acooimt.
I
have yet sold very little and shall do the best I can for
you.
1 Letter Book of Samuel Sewall I. 357-8
E ibid., 228.
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Kiey who have looked on the goods say they are charged very high.
Our going into mourning for publiok person is a new thing and
followed "but by a very few; and what was^ was over before the re-
ceipt of yours; yet against winter, hope to sell them".^ Also in
a letter to his cousin. Judge Sewall writes, "I little thot when I
received the goods sent me in the year 1695 that so much time
should have passed before any returns made* But the black I?ashes
were not vendable here. I used many ways to get a market for
them to this day. She stockings were very muoh overcharged aa
all said to whom I offered them. Tis a trouble to me that after
2
all the pains you have taken you should come off a loser". In
a later letter, he wrote that he had been able to dispose of the
3
merchants, but at a very small profit.
There were also other forms of private business that
bound the Hew Inglanders closely to British life, which kept the
people in real touch with the general conditions as well as the
laws in both lands* One of these was the fact that some persons
in Massachusetts and in England owned land on both sides of the
water. Taking Judge Sewall again, as our typical Bostonian, we
find this letter from JameaSborke at Ruinsey in his letter book
under the date February 8, 1714. ''I, having observed the con-
tentsf . . . .this is chiefly to send you your account made up for
fifteen year's rent received of your land at Lee, wherein ia due
I tetter Book of Samuel Sewall I July 22, 1695.
8 ibid., I. 807-8.
3 ibid., I. 2-7
4 of a Uew Eng. Almanac & Hews Letter sent him by Judge
Sewall.
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to you to balanced 40-14-5. OJhere is about eight pounds more
received in my hands and in a month or six T^eeks I hope to re-
ceive one half a year's rent more which shall be paid to Mr. John
1
Love according to your order whenever he pleases to call for it .
Mr. Sewall had a business representative at London who tended to
the banking of his money and the purchasing of the articles desired
by him and his family. (Jovemor Belcher also owned land in both
England and America, and he was not insensible to the opportunities
for profitable investment in land for his friends.
It seems to have been rather common for the oo lonists
to keep bank accounts in London. This may have been due to the
unsettled conditions of the currency in the colonies. On account
of the trade with foreign countries, there were so many kinds of
money in circulation in America at imis time that the ifinglish
Government thot it necessary to pass a law in 1704 entitled, "An
Act for ascertaining the rates of foreign coins in Her Majesty's
Plantations in America". And in addition to the confusion
1 Letter Book of Samuel Sewall II. 44.
2 Belcher Papers I. 173. Sir Rob't Clark owned about 4000 acres
that lay 56 miles from ^oston, and in a letter to Jj'rancis
Wilkes, (iov. Belcher advised him to purchase the estate if he
can. His lowest estimate of its value was< 2000, ana the
land was constantly increasing in vaLue.
3 Statutes of the nealm VIii 792-3. "We have therefore thot
fit for remedying the said inconveniences (of different rates
for the same soecies of foreign coins) by the advice of our
council to publish and declare that from and after Jan. ist.
next ensuing the date hereof, no Sevill I'illar or Mexican
Pieces of iiight tho* of the full weight of 17 pennyweight a
half shall be accounted, received, taken, or paid within any
of our said colonies or Plantations as well as those under
proprietors and charters as under our imme^"' iate commission &
government at above the rate of 6s per piece culrrent money
for the discharges of any contracts or bargains to be made
after the said 1st day of Jan. next; the Halfs, Quarters &
other lesser pieces of the same coins to be accounted.
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caaaed by the many different foreign ooins in circulation, cotinter-
feiting seems to have been rather common at this time* Notices
of this crime appear from time to time in the newspapers of the
colonies. For example we read in the Boston Hews Letter for July
1704» a notice of the arrest of a band of counterfeiters and the
seizure of their plate and pres3»^ 'She English government itself
made the laws for the punishment of this crime in America as well
as at home*
From the foregoing discussion, then, it is plain that
the economic conditions in England and in America were closely
related, and reached to both the public and private life of the
countries. It was one of the living interests that bound the
people together in spite of the vast waters rolling between.
received, taken or paid in tne same proportion & the currency
of all Pieces of Bight of Peru Dollars & other Foreign
species of silver coins whether of the same or baser alloy
shall after the said 1st 01 Jan» next, stand regulated ac-
cording to their weight and Finess, according and in propro-
tion to the rate before limited and set for tlie Pieces of
Bight of Sevill Pillar & Mexico, so that no Foreign silver
coin of any sort be permitted to exceed the same proportion
upon any discount whatsoever, and We do hereby rectutre and com
mand aHl our governors. Lieutenant governors. Magistrates, of-
-ficers,and all other of our good subjects within our said
colonies and Plantations to observe and obey our Direction
herein as they tender our displeasure.
Imprisonment the Penalty for any who take foreign coins
at a higher rate.
1 digest of the Provincial Press. I. 111.
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CHAPTER III.
SOCIAL CO H TACT
It follows as a natural result of the existing commercial
relations that the social contact between the Hew England colonies
and the countries of the old world should likewise be quite close.
"Provincial society was growing richer, freer, more cosmopolitan
in the eighteenth century, but it was felt by many to be losing in
ethical and religious vigor. "-^ Especially was this the conviction
of the older inhabitants of I^lassachuset ts v/hbse ideas were voiced
by Cotton blather when he says, "I observe the peculiar spirit and
2
error of the times to be indifference in religion." And,
"worldly-mindedness; there is nothing my flock is more in danger
of."*^ But he did not sit down calmly and accept this state of
affairs for he tells us that, "A woful indifferency and formality
in the grand business of religion being become the epidemical mala-
dy of the time, and a token tc be trembled at, I thought it not
amiss to entertain the public at the lecture with a Discourse on
Religion in Earnest."^
In contrast with the strict dress and habits of these
old puritans, the regime ushered in by the corning of the royal
governor does seem just a little out of place, for with him came
a circle of courtiers trained in the manners and customs of the
English court. This influx of luxury and fashion could not help
1, E. B. Greene, Provincial America, 321.
2. Diary of Cotton Mather, II, 16,
3. Ibid. , 79.
4, Ibid., II, 747.
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having an influence on ths general life of the province. "Even
the costumes and equipages which came in with the new rulers had
their effect upon the staid and frugal people of the tov/n, the gel
lace, ths ruffled cuffs, the scarlet uniforms, the powdered wigs,
the elaborate state of ths governor - who was escorted even to
Thursday lectures by halberds - the robes of judges, the chariot
and four with liveried black footmen, were tokens of a change
and impaired heritage to the old folks, the more so because they
saw that their children were taken by them."^
It was in this matter of dress, indeed, that we find one
of the rr.ost pronounced lines of social contact between the life
of Boston and that of Europe, From the diaries and letter books
of prominent Americans of that period such as Sewall, Mather,
Belcher, Winthrop, and others, it is evident that the colonial
fashions were carefully modeled upon European modes, and men's
wear was as rich as viromen's. To the modern woman, it is almost
inconceivable how the women of New England were able tc keep up
to the constantly changing styles, in those days when there were
neither mode books or fashion plates. But they were continually
sending to the father land "for five new fashions in sleeves and
slops; for garments and head^^ear made in the prevailing court sty
One of the most taking ways in which these styles were shown was
through the importation by colonial milliners of dressed dolls
v/hich displayed in miniature the prevailing fashions of the old
world. Short sleeves and low necks were adopted by the women as
1, Winsor, Memorial History of Boston, II, 87-8,
3. A. M. Earle. Customs and Fashions in Old Hew England, 321.

long as they Yjexe in vogue, together with face patches and European
modes of headdress. The materials for the dresses of the Boston
ladies were mostly imported from European ports by way of England.
In order to give a mors definite idea of j^st what was required,
it will be W2ll to reproduce a typical order list, taken from the
Letter Book of Samuel Sewall. In a letter to his London solicitor,
John Love, he says, "Sir .... My wife desires that
you send her a piece of good serviceable silk for our daughter,
coloured with two kinds of Red: or Red and White: not exceeding
7s per yard with suitable lining: three yards of silver net, not
exceeding SOs per yard: three yards of small edging for the footing.
Item, a piece of plain Blue silk, not exceeding 5s per yard or
5s 6d. Item, a piece of strong thick flowered Dam.ask: not
exceeding 6s 6d, Item, six yards of good Black - broadcloth, not
exceeding 143. Item, two pair of men's silk stockings, black:
two pair of women's, ditto, Bleu."-^
By Sewall 's time, the fashion of men wearing their hair
long was accepted in America, And wigs were in vogue in New
England as well as in London.^ But even as late as 1721, the
wearing of wigs still vexed the Puritan mind, and a meeting at
Hampton, after solemn consideration decided, "Ye wearing of extrava-
gant superflues wigges is altogether contrary to the truth,"
Nevertheless, even Cotton ¥iather, himself, was not proof against
such vanities, for his only extant picture shows him in a fashion-
able long wig,^ And Judge Sewall on August 17, 1715, records that
Mr, Pemberton, another prominent Bostonian of this time, appeared
1. Letter Book of Samuel Sewall, I, 384. •Rf^^r'h^v Panf^ra
2. Diary of Cotton V.ather. Diary of Samuel Sewall. Belcher c pe s
3. A. Earle - Customs and Fashions in Old New England, 301.
4. Wendell - Cotton Mather, .81 - note.
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in a new flaxen wig?
But it was not only in their dress that the people of New
England followed the fashions set in the old world. In their mode
of travel, they used English conveyances, such as Sedan chairs,
calashes, and carriages with black attendants, dressed in livery.
In their houses, alsc, we see the same influence at work, for in
their yards bloomed English herbs and flowers, and the houses
themselves were closely patterned after the manor houses of
England. Even the furnishings of their homes were English as the
following memorandum of Judge Sev/all's will prove, "To be bought
(in London), Curtains and vallens for a Bed, with counterpane,
head-cloth, and tester of good yellow watered camlet, with Triming
well m.ade; and Bases if it be the fashion. A good fine large
Chintz Quilt, well made. A True Looking Glass of black walnut
frame of the newest fashion (if the fashion be good), as good
as can be bought forfs or^c^. A second Looking Blass as good as
can be bought f or «^ 4 or^ 5, sam.e kind of frame. A dozen of
good black walnut chairs, fine cane with a couch. A dozen of cane
chairs with a different figure and a great chair, for a cham.ber.
with Dogs, shovel, tongs, and fender of newest fashion. Two pair
Brass sliding candlesticks about £ 4 a pair. Two pair of large
candlesticks, not sliding, the newest fashion about 5 or 6s a
pair. Four brass snuffers with stands. Six small strong brass
chafing-dishes about 4s a piece. One brass basting ladle; one
large brass ladle. One dozen hard mettal pweter plates, new
fashion, weighing about fourteen pounds. Four dozen small glass
1. Dairy of Samuel Sewal] III, .54.
2, A. M. Earle - Hom.e Life in Oclcnial Days.

salt-cellars, A dozen good ivoiyhalfted knives and forks."
Another tendency of Boston society much decried by father,
Sewall, and others of the older puritan school was the social gaiety
and degeneracy of the town due in great part to the influence of the
royal governor and his court, fether, in an entry in his diary says,
"The Lord's Day of sacred rest hath been disturbed with so many
profanations that we may not wonder if the land see no rest,"
And at the same time he noted that a flood of excessive drinking
had begun to drown very much of Christianity, even, as he believed,
of civility itself in many places.^ In another place, also, he
gives us a picture of the celebration of Xmas by a number of young
people by "A Frolick, a revelling Feast and Ball which discovers
their corruption and has a tendency to corrupt them yet more,"^
Balls modelled on the English style seem to have been quite common
at this time, however, for Judge Sewall in his Diary also mentions
them, as for example the Ball given by the Governor, January 7,
5
1718, which lasted until three o'clock in the morning.
The knowledge of the Eostonians of current affairs abroad \
and their sympathy with them is again illustrated in the adoption
by the people of ^'Massachusetts of two English customs then in
vogue: namely the celebration of royal birthdays and the habit
1, Letter Book of Samuel Sewall, II, ,105-6,
2, Diary of Cotton Mather, II, .315.
3, Ibid,, II, 215,
4, Ibid., II, 146,
5, Diary of Samuel Sewall, III, 158.
6, Digest of the Provincial Press, I, 165-6.

of drinking afternoom tea. This latter was comn-.ented on, in 1740,
by Bennett, who asserted that he found the Ladies of Boston drink-
ing tea and indulging every little piece of gentility and neglectir
the finest affairs of their families with as good a grace as the
fairest ladies in London,^
In the way of amusements, also, the Bostonians followed
the English customs. It was quite natural for a people in a new
land to be skillful in the use of fire arr:,s and to enjoy wolf-
hunting, bear hunting, and shooting at the mark, as well as, or
even better than their British kinsmen. Football, too, was a game
common in both countries. But when we think of the strict puritan
ideals, it is hard for us to believe that they indulged in horse
racing, lotteries, cards, and dancing. The fact that seme of them
did however, is proved by the records that have come down tc us.
^^any attempts were made, indeed, to suppress these vices, but we
wo-:-.ld infer that they were attended with very little success from
the fact that dancing was forbidden in I'.assachusett 3, yet we find
this statement appearing in the Diary of Samuel Sewall: "Mr.
Edward Enstone, who came to Boston from London in 1714 was the sec
ond person employed as organist in King's Chapel, He was allowed
to eke out his small salary ofpf 30 by teaching dancing, etc, and
being under church patronage, could not be interfered with,"
The personal contact between the colonies and the mother
country through the medium of travel and correspondence was also
quite close. Each year a large number of ships from the old
countries entered and left the port of Boston: a great many of
these carried some of the colonists as passengers who were going
T, Bennet'tsTl^istory of NelvTngland - Proceedings of Mass, Kist.
So, v., 125,
2. Dairy of Samuel Sewall, III, p. Ill - note.
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back tc visit their native land. Europeans tco travelled through
the cities of America.-^ Such a voyage v/as no longer looked upon
with the feat and misgivings that it had been in former years. In
some of the colonies, it was even becoming quite common to send
the young people to England for an education. In 1688, Increase
Mather and Samuel Sewall made a visit to England, partly, it is true
as representatives of their governments. But this was becoming quit«
fashionable for the richer inhabitant s. ^ And not only the rich
travelled, for artisans and workmen from England found a better
opening and higher wages for their labors in the new country than
at home. This fact is illustrated by an examination of the news-
papers of the time, especially the advertising section. For
example, this notice appears in the Boston News Letter of July 23-
30, 1705 "There is set up by the V.'hite Horse near to Captain
Turffey's in the south end of the Town of Boston, one Jeremiah
Jackson lately come from London, a special good workman for weaving
of all m.anner of stuff, serges, druggets, ect
.
, who undertakes to
work on very reasonable terms,
The correspondence of the colonists at this time was quite
voluminous, and much of it has been preserved to us by the publica-
tions of different Historical Societies. These letters are
1. Kalm, Burnaby, Bennett, & Vfhitefield are illustrations of
this.
2. The Sewall family, the Belcher family, ect.
Tc show the extent of travel, Bovennor Beleher says - Beleher
Papers, I, 54 "I have at on.3 time and another spent six years
in Europe, - twice in Hanover before the happy Protestant
succession took place, once at Berlin, Kambrc, in Denmark,
in several principalities of Germany, three times in Holland,
and once I made a progress through the kingdom of Great
Britain (500 miles in length).
3. Digest of the Provincial Press I, 329.
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extremel3^ valuable in giving us a glimpse of the everyday life and
interests of the people, as well as of the political, economic,
social, and religious conditions in the colonies, and of the extent
of intercourse between the inhabitants in the old and the new
worlds. Some of the most valuable sources of this sort for the
town of Boston are the Diaries and Letterbcoks of Samuel Sev;all,anQ
the Diaries of the Mathers, These men were prolific writers, as
is proved by the two volumes of Sewall's letters published by the
Massachusetts Historical Society, Half of these relate to mercan-
tile transactions, many of which are to his business representatives
in London; and many are letters to his relatives and friends in the
colonies and across the sea. And Cotton Mather has also given us
a list of his regular correspondents, which included two in
Holland, fifteen in England, some in Scotland, besides twenty-two
regular correspondents in America, and numberless occasional ones.-^
The mail, indeed, was so heavy that the British government, in 1710,
deemed it expedient to pass a Post Office Act, establishing a
regular mail service in the colonies, and between the colonies and
the mother country. This act regulated the postage rates that
could be charged.
1. Some of the most important of thesa are: In Holland: Dr. Herman
Witsuis, Professor of Theology at Leyden.
Dr. Melchior Leydeszker - Minister at Roterdam.
In England:- Sir Henry Ashnrst
Sir Wm, Ashurst
Sir Edmund Harrison
Several m.inisters of state
Mr. Thomas Reynolds - minister.
Mr. John Shademan - minister.
Mr. Benjamin Harris
Dr. John Edwards
Mr. Robert Hackshaw - merchant at Hogsdcn.
Mr
. Tm . Parkhur st
Diary of Cotton Mather, I, -549.
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The call of bleed relationship also reached across the
ocean and bound many of the Bostonians still more closely to their
fatherland. The correspondence and travel between the members of
the same families seems to have been quite regular. The T/iather
and Sewall papers are full of letters and memoranda relating to
kinsmen in England.*^ In the Belcher papers too, we find a great
number of letters from Gov. Belcher to his son and to his brother
and other relatives in England. In these same papers we also
find references to the son of the Bishop of Lincoln who had come
over to America and been appointed to Naval office of Hew Hampshire
by the governor.^ Nor are the Winthrop papers any exception to
the rule in this matter, for they also contain much family corre-
3
spondence,
"'hen we think of the early history of our country we are
too apt to think of the colonies as rough, half civilized communi-
ties deriving all of their culture from their mother country and
adding nothing themselves to the progress of the world's civiliza-
tion. But this is not true. More and more the colonists were
branching out independently along different lines, taking what had
already been discovered, and developing it a little further.
Especially was this true of science. There was a "widespread intee-
est in natural science that corresponded to the contemporary tenden-
cy of English thought: even 8otton Mather was interested in these
1. One example in Diary of Co'tcn Kather, I, 549.
Letter Book of Samuel Se-wall is full of such examples.
3. Belcher Papers, I, 53,
3, Winthrop Papers, 17, 340, 370, etc.
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studies as were his contemporaries, Joseph and Paul Dudley, Many
Americans of that time were member.s of the Royal Society of London
or contributors to its transactions, including the Winthrops and
Paul Dudley, in Massachusetts,"-^ But not only were the leading
men familiar with the latest scientific discoveries, even the
vvomen were not entirely ignorant along this line. For Cotton
Mather says in his Diary that he insisted that his daughters read
some in the latest books of science every evening.
1. E. B. Greene - Provincial America, 319.
2. Diary of Cotton Mather, I,
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CHAPTER IV
LITERARY CONTACT
In turning to the literary or intellectual side of the
life of Boston, we again find evidences that an ocean does not form
an insuperable barrier between tv/o countries with like interests
and a common ancestry. The people of Boston at this time were
the direct descendants of those who had come over several years
earlier to found that town, and although they had been developing
an independent life of their own, they were still in spirit closely
bound to the mother country.
One of the first things to excite one's interest in read-
ing the letters and diaries of the prominent men of that time is
the many references made to the printing of books in London which
were written in the colonies. Especially is this common in the
diary of Cotton Mather. In an entry for May 1698, he writes
"Moreover having written, with exceeding pains an Idea and History
of the Reformation, especially in the English Nation, and of the
obstructions which it has mett withal, all still asserted with
the Passages quoted from the writings of conformable Divines in
the church of England: whereto I have added some conjections of
a Reformation and Revolution at hand, exceeding that cf the former
century: I now send the manuscript by the hand of my brother-
in law to a bookseller in London!" During the same year, he records
1, Diary of Cotton Mather, I, 259.
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this statement also, "About this time a friend of mine going to
London, I sent by him, to be published, three discourses, one about
Heart T7ork, another about the stewardship of Talents, a third about
1
ejaculatory prayer,' The Book, I entitled The Serious Christian,"
Cotton Mather, like some of the other prominent men at this time,
was a prolific writer. For instance, Mr, Wendell says he published
eighteen distinct works; five devotional books; three sermons;
four monitory letters, including that about selling drink to
Indians and one to the Indians themselves in their own tongue;
a pamphlet . against balls and dances; an exposure of religious
imposters; two books for young people and children; a Defense of
evangelical churches; and another statement of the old principles
2
of New England," And when we consider that most of these works
were printed in London, although some were published in America
also, we see how closely Mather's interests were bound up with
the old country. Even some of the subjects he chose were taken
more from conditions in England than in his own land: For example,
his work oti the 'History of the Reformation' and his 'Gospel for
the poor,' of which he says, "Considering hat the late calamities
fill the English nation with poor people, I sent over in manuscript
the last year my Discourses entitled "Gospel for the Poor," These
1, Diary of Cotton Mather, I, .377. A note tc this page gives
the information that this book was printed in London in 1699,
2, Wendell - Cotton Mather, ,182.
3, Diarv of Cotton Mather, I, .343. This entry appeared under
the date Dec, 1697. Thinking that this work had been lost
at sea, he had had it published in Boston previous to this
date.
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examples have all been taken from Mather*s Diary and he was only
one of about seven thousand people who lived in Boston at the
beginning of the eighteenth century.
In connection with this subject of the publishing of books
abroad, let us also consider briefly the history of printing in
Boston. Until the year 1674, Roston had had no printing press
of its own, for the government had hitherto restricted printing,
and confined it solely to Cambridge,^ In this year, the first
book was printed by John Foster at Boston. Shortly after, Increase
Mather and the Reverend Thomas Thatcher was also given a license
to set up a printing press. But before 1700, only four men had car-
ried on the printing business in Boston; Richard Pierce making
a fifth in this year. Perhaps this condition of affairs may be
accounted for by the fact that all printing presses had to be
imported from England. The printers themselves usually learned
their trade in the old country. A few examples of this will serve
to illustrate my point. For instance, this advertisement in tlie
Boston News Letter: "These are to give notice that there lately came
from London a printing press with all sorts of good new Letter,
which is now set up in Pudding Lane near the post office in Boston
for public use; where all persons that have anything to print may
be served on reasonable terms." The advertiser was John Allen who
had formerly been a printer in London. Another Boston printer,
Charles Harrison in Cornhill Street was born and brought up a book
binder in England. Later he settled in Boston as a bookseller and
1. Thomas - History of Printing in America, 7, 34,
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid,
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binder. Joliy Boydsll in King Street also cams from England
in 1716 with Governor Shute to whom he was secretary; afterwards
being appointed postmaster, he was for many years proprietor and
publisher of the Boston Gazette, Mr. T. Cox too, who had his
shop on the south side of the Town House was a bookseller from
England who kept a good supply of English editions, principally
of such bocks as were valuable or suitable for market. He gener-
ally resided in London and his business was transacted by an
agent. ^ A still better known example of the early Boston printer
is James Franklin, who in March 1717 brought^ back a printing press
and types from London,
The first newspaper, called the Boston I^'ews Letter, was
printed in Boston April 24, 1704. And here again we see the vital
interest which the colonists had in the European and English
affairs for the two small pages, one half sheet folio of the initial
number "were nearly filled with foreign news, the domestic items
being almost a negligible quantity,""^ This is true not only of
the first issue but of nearly all of the other issues as well.
In each the wars of the continent and of England were followed
closely. The most important events in these countries, the doings
of the royal personages, and especially all the acts of the English
government were reprinted and read with the greatest interest.
The publication for September 4, 1704, gives us a fair idea of the
contents of the average number, In"^ this issue were three and one
1, History of Printing in America. Thomas V, .325,
2, Ibid., .109,
3, An Histrrical Digest of the Provincial Press, .53,
4, Ibid., .53,
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half columns of foreign news. Letters from Rome, Hague, Ratisbon,
and Hamburg treat of the war and particularly of affairs in Poland,
There is the address to the Queen, of the Bishop, dean and chapter
and the clergy of the diocese of Chester, thanking her majesty for
the provision made for the poor clergy; and also the address of
the House of Lords to the Queen in relation to settlir.i;. the
succession of the crown of Scotland upon Princess Sophia and her
heir Protestant. Only one half a column is devoted to domestic
nev/s,"
From this small beginning, Boston, during the first half
of the eighteenth century, became "the chief journalistic centers
in the colonies, and in 1735, there were five newspapers simultan-
eously published in the Town. All of thause to a greater or less
extent, noted foreign news in preference to domestic, or patterned
their newspapers on the English style. In 1721, James Franklin
began the publication of the New England CtJurant, which was differ-
ent from most of the other Boston newspapers of this time. "The
patrons of this paper formed themselves into a club and furnished
it with short original essays, generally one for each week in
imitation of the spectator and other periodical publications of
that class" in England,
But the local papers were not the only source of informa-
tion that the Bostonians had concerning the progress of events
in Europe, for we find this advertisement appearing in the Bosto^
1, An Historical Digest of the Provincial Press - Sept. S-11,1704.
3, E. B. Greene. Provincial America, .315.
3. History of Printing in America. Thomas.
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News Letter from tirns to time: "To be sold at the pos toff ice in
Boston the Monthly Mercurys, London Gazettes, Flying Posts, Obser-
vators. Post Man and Post Boys, either in setts by the year or
single; so that any person in tovm or country in this or neighbor-
ing provinces may have them on reasonable terms agreeing with
John Campbell, postmaster for the sarae."^ Copies of these papers
were also sent over to individuals in Boston by their friends in
London, and in exchange the Boston Newspapers were sent to the
2
Londoners.
In respect to literature in the true sense of the word,
Boston was a little slower to respond to the influences of the
outside world. The remarkable literary revival of Queen Anne's
reign was only slightly observed there at first, "The earliest
catalogues of books make little mention of the writers who were at
that time giving imperishable glory to our language. Even the
library cf Harvard College in 1723 had not yet been illuminated
by Addison cr Bolingbroke or Dryden, Pope, Prior, Steele, Swift
or Young, Locke had made a great name in English philosophy but
his bocks were not sought for here. The earliest edition of
Shakespeare in the library was that of 1709, and the earliest of
Milton was 1720. Richard Hooker, Sir 'Vm. Temple, and Jeremy
Taylor were there, and traces of their stately and magnificent
style appear now and then in the best religious and controversial
writings of the province. There also were Bacon, Barrow, Baxter,
and Burnet; Chillingworth, Clarendon, Clarke, and Cudworth; Hale,
1. An Historical Digest of the Provincial Press, I, ,329,
2. Letter Book of Sarriuel Sewall, I, .304, 220, etc.
3. Winsor - Memorial History of Boston, II, . il3.
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Harrington, Hollingshead and Herbert; Lightfoot, More, Selden,
IJewton, and Raleigh; Sherlock, Hillingfleet, Atovv and Usher.
There is also a catalogue of books on all the arts and sciences
printed in 1734 for T. Cox, bookseller, containing eight hundred
titles and comprising a fair collection of standard English books,
"Here was Dryden^s Aeneid, with his plays and raisellanecus poeras;
Pope's Illiad, the collected writings of Locke and Addison; Butler fe
Hudibras; Swift's Miscellanies, and Tale of a Tub; the Tatler and
Guardian - but not the Spectator. Shakespeare and Milton were also
wanting. Theology was represented by Patrick, Barrow, South, and
Sherlock; History b y Burnet , Clarendon and Kennett; Poetry and the
drama by Prior, Otway, Shadwell, Vanburgh, Rowe and others now
forgotten; and there were a few copies of Congreve, Vi/ycherley, and
Mrs. Behn."*^
But in spite of the fact that the essays of the Spectator,
the Tatler and the Guardian are not mentioned in some of the larg-
est collections of books at this period, in view of the evidence
that we have on the other side, it is not safe to say that they
were not'^already pretty well known to the young v/r iters of Boston.
For Benjamin Franklin, himself tells lis that he tried to copy the
style of the Spectator. And James Franklin was editor of the
Hew England Courant, a paper modelled on the English Spectator.
But, as I have said, one of the chief interests of the
older Eostonians of this time was religious, so we find a large
numberof the books imported from England were on theological or
1. Winsor-'^^jmorial History of Boston, II, .-±13,
i 2. Ibid., .414.
3, Ibid, , . .14.
II
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philosophical subjects. For example, I will reproduce here a list
01 bocks OrCiereu. uy oUClga ocWclXX iXOUi rjiij^xa-iiu. xn J. 1
1
Ars oogitana.1 — Xvvo.
ije 'jrranu.3 rniiosopny — j^aum^
neerDOoro. s riie 101^01110.110. bxiice«
JJi» UlicLX XtJ D Li Oil r iJ.y i UXUg, Aa •
jjr» Moors, inimor T5d.li oy oi uiic ouui.
Metaphysicks , ethics.
Glanvils Sceptis bcienxiiica
UT ^ VVllKinS iMaXurai rrmcipxc diiu jjuoxco.
oxaiius nis irteguiae rn^'iosopnicttc
Streyi Questiones rnysicai curii rraecepi: ib riiiiubujjxixcic
I3urg6rcli cui s
^
LiOgiCK V/ 1 Oil fieeroouruo im u uo »
«
Tiie Urre£it uistonccii, ogrdpnicd , anu r
u
j-i tioax
DlCXl0n3.ryj DSing a curious mlSCtJX JLaiiy ^Ji. oo-ox^u. aiiu.
prophane history printeci. m Lonacn lor ncniy miuuca.
Ii there be an edition since ioc?^t, sena t/.uv- ucbu uwu
01 them.
rrancis iurrenxmi msoixiUTjio ixicuxu^xa.c njiciiooxv/a-c*
iurrenxini, uispUbat lones a.e oa.T<isia.uij luiiw ox^xj-oox*
rooies bynopsis orixicorum m iivc v(jiu.iav.>b«
TT-io nnooy-iQ p
-i >> T d i -p 1+ r»Q'n "h p h p d ar.vthi'ns' reasonable.
A Narrative 01 the Portsmouth Disputation between
Presbyterians and Baptists at Mr. Williams meeting
house.
1 * er £j00k oi oamusi oc«»a.iij ij tjoi—^jt
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Bishop of Norwich's Sermons of Religious Melancholy.
Account of the First voyage into America by Barthol de
las Casas - tv/o - printed in London 1699.
Account of a Je'.v lately converted and baptised at the
meeting house near Ave Mary Lane - Four."
This list of books proves something as to the linguistic ability of
the colonists, for it is evident that quite a fev/ of them must have
been familiar with the Latin language. If we take Cotton Mather
as the typical Bostonian again, it is evident that they also knew
some of the European languages, for he could readily use German,
French and Spanish. From this catalogue also, and other similar
ones sent to the business representatives in London ordering
geographies, books on science and languages, and copies of pul^lic
documents, ive see that the typical Bostonians ' field of interest
was not 30 narrow after all, and that a great many of the books
of England and of the Continent were knovm and read in the far
away colonies. We realize how true this is when we find how many
libraries already existed in Boston during the early eighteenth
century which were constantly being added to. Harvard College had
quite a good sized collection of books, v/hich was enlarged from time
to time by gifts from prominent men on both sides of the water - one
example of this is the donation made to Harvard after his return
to England by George Berkeley,"^
As a rule, the ministers of Boston also had their own
libraries. Cotton Mather, for instance, made his "extraordinary
3
Library and the possession of several thousand books" the subject
1, E, B, Greene - Provincial America, .304,
2. Diary of cotton Mather, II, .o43.
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of thanksgiving and prayer to God. Even so, he was ever ready to
take advantage of every opportunity to add tc it. He says, "Tho
I am furnished with a very great library yet seeing a library
of a late minister in the tovm to be sold and a certaincollect ion
of books there v/hich had, it may be above six hundred single
sermons in the- I could not forbear wishing myself able tc compass
such a treasure."^ He records that he was presented ^^'ith this
collection by a man v/ho, as he believed was urged thereto by God
in answer to his prayers. In 170C also. Reverend Mather received
a gift of books that had belonged to the library of a famous old
Mr. Chancey of Boston,'^
Another class of men who^oosaessed libraries of their own
were the la-wyers. At the very beginning of this period, there
were a very few skilled lawyers in Boston, and lawyers' libraries
were limited. "Fifty or one hundred volumes at most were deemed
a considerable collection. Whatever books they had were, of
course, English books, and they v7ere few in number. Coke's
Institutes were a high authority. Blackstone's Comraentaries were
then unknovra, Brovmlows Entries and Plowdens Commentaries and
Reports of James Otis was bred tc law. "3 But during the fifty
years following 1698, "there was a steadily increasing number of
trained lawyers, many of whom, especially in the southern and
middle colonies had learned their profession in England ,
even J/iassachusetts, where the common law traditions were weakest,
was producing some strong lawyers, among them John Read, Paul
1. Diary of Cotton Mather, II, ,3,
3, Ibid., .368.
3. V/insor - Memorial History of Boston, II, .438. Note.
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Dudley, a student at the Temple in London, and afterwards attorney
general and chief justice of his native province,"^ And with this
increase in the interest in the study of law, the libraries of the
lawyers became larger and the influence of European and English
writers greater.
The interest in libraries, moreoever was not confined
to the professional classes. For as early as 1673 bequests had
been made to a public library in Boston and consignments deemed
3
suitable for it had been sent to Boston by London booksellers.
And in 1703 the famous Prince Library was started.
1, E. B. Greene. Provincial America, ,318,
Belcher Papers, I, 88. "The bearer comes to me from Great
Britain under the unbrage of persons of the highest rank and
distinction and is also recomrnenied to me in the handsomest
manner from several counsellors at law as agent in knowing
and well skilled in that profession and in which he has
bjen many years a practiser in Westminster Hall and come to
follow the same business here. Letter to Justice of Pleas
in Middlesex.
Ibid., I, 34. Gov. Belcher sent his youngest son to " ondon
to study law,
3. A. M. Earle - Customs and Fashions in Old New England, .380.
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CHAPTER V.
RELIGIOUS CONTACT
In Massachusetts, political influence and social superior-
ity was closely bound up with religion, and belonged to the members
of the Congregational church, v/hich occupied a similar position in
Ke?; England to that held by the Anglican church in Old England,
Nevertheless this same anglican church, weak though it was at first,
was one of the most important factors that bound the colonial
church of America to home institutions. In spite of the intoler-
ance of this church toward dissenters at home, the British clergy
were willing to allow greater religious freedom in America than
in England, After Massachusetts was taken under direct royal
control, however, the governor was instructed to give recognition
and preference there to the episcopal denomination. Some of the
offices of the church of England, such as ordination, required the
personal participation of a bishop: accordingly, since the bishop ;
could not or would not come to America, candidates for orders here
were obliged to go to England,^ But in order to make sure of
his influence in the colonies, the Bishop of London tried to keep
in touch with Hew England by sending over commisaries v/hc were
officers invested with some of the Bishop's authority, and whc could
perform a few of the rites of the church usually reserved to him
alone. The statement of the ministers of the church of England in
2
T^assachusetts, reproduced by Mr, Cross in his book The Anglican
1. The Anglican Episcopate and the American Colonies,
A L Cr''^"'S 3
2. A. L. irossT'^'The^'Anglican Episcopate and the American cclcnies.
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Episcopate and the American Colonies, gives us some idea how very
close was this connection between the colonial and the home church.
From these 'Answers,' as they are called we learn: "that there
were no parishes in the province, that the governor held no pov;er
of induction, that clergymen took possession of their living and
held them solely by virtue of the license of the Bishop of London,
and that ministers were supported partly by voluntary contributions
from the congregation and partly 'cy stipends, from the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel,'*^
Under the supervision of the British clergy, the Anglican
church in Boston, at least, seemed to have thrived pretty well.
The correspondence between the church officials in America and
in England gives us a very good idea how close the bond holding
I
them together was. For exam^ple, take the letter from the governor
of New England and others of the members of the church at Boston
to his Grace, the Lord Archbishop of Canterbury, printed in the
'Historical Collections relating to the American colonial church,'
asking that Mr. Bridge, a minister of the Anglican church at Boston,
then on his way to England for a visit, be assured of a living
from the Queen's bounty. And in the same letter he asks for
financial aid in the building of a new church in Boston since the
2
old one had grov;n too small to accommodate all who attended.
Besides the influence of the English clergy themselves,
another religious organization that was very active at this time,
1. A. L. Cross. The Anglican Episcopate and the American colonies
2. Historical%ollections Relating to the American Colonial
church. III, 74,
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not only in England and America, but in the other countries of
the world as well, was the Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel. This society had its agents in many lands, whose duty
it was to keep in touch with the home church and make regular
reports to it. To show one of its aims in America, I will quote
a letter from Governor Dudley to the Secretary: "Sir: I hereby
acknowledge the receipt of your letter and Directions from the
Hon'ble Society for the Propagation of Religion in Foreign parts
referring to the encouragement of young scholars to enter into
Holy orders, which I shall lawfully com.municate and erccurage, as
the ministers here of the church of England have assured me they
will also do.""^ The society was also quite active in the distri-
bution of Bibles among the people,^
About the year 1734, there was a spiritual awakening in
America, almost simultaneous with the great religious movement
in England; which, in the colonies centered about George White-
field and Jonathan Edwards. New England extended an invitation to
the great evangelist Whitefield to come to America and preach. He
accepted it, and arrived on September 14, 1740. Zx. James char-
acterizes his preaching tours as "religious triumphal progresses;
his prodigious pov/ers of oratory were attended with the same
results during his ten days preaching in Boston as had marked his
efforts in less cultivated centers.""^ It is interesting to note
Mr. Whitefield' s impression of Boston for he was a man of wide
experience and travel. "He described Boston as a populous and
1, Historical Collections Relating to the American Colonial
Church,^
_
.-GO,
2, Ibid, , . ^SB,
.
3, Colonization of Few England. B, E. James, 7., .372^
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wealthy centre, but as being languid in religion. He observed
that the pride of life manifested itself in the ^/.-earing of jewels
and in the adornment of the face with the black patches which were
then in fashion; he was shocked by the brightness and costliness
of female attire. Apart from the low state of spirituality, he had
little for which to reprove the people of Boston: he comended
them for a formal observance of the Sabbath and for their respect
for religion."^
This latter sentiment, however, does not seem to have
been shared by Judge Sewall. For under the date Dec. 26, 1714, we
find this entry in his Diary, explaining his attendance at a new
church established in Boston. "Mr. Eromifield and I go to keep
the Sabbath with Mr. John Webb and sit down with that church at the
Lord's Table. I did it to hold comim.union with that church; and
so far as in me lay, to put Respect upon that affronted despised
Lord's Day. For the church of England had the Lord's Supper
yesterday, the last day of the week; but will not have it today,
the day that the Lord has made. And Gen. Hicholson, who kept
Satterday was this Lord's Day rumaging and chittering with wheel-
barrows, ect., to get aboard at the Long wharf, and firing guns
at setting sail. I thank God I heard not, saw not anything of it,
but was quiet at l-Iew North. I did it also to countenance a young
small church and to show that I was pleased with them for having
the Lord's Super cnce in four weeks and upon one of the Sabbaths
that was vacant."
1. Colonization of New England. B. B. Jam.es, V, .372.
2, Diary of Samuel Sewall, III, 32.
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This antagonism toward the Anglican church was only natural.
The puritans had crossed the sea to escape the persecutions of that
very church, and the inhabitants of Boston at this time were the
descendants of those who had come over twenty-five years or more
before. They had kept their church government independent and
their church services simple and free from all forms and decorations.
Even the occasions which are now celebrated by nearly all the pro-
testant churches with the most solemn rites, the puritans ignored
or perform^ed in silence; marriage was to them a purely civil con-
tract, and they buried their dead in silence; all church festivals
and holidays were disregarded completely. "To such a people, wedded
to such customs, it was a cruel shock to have a priest in a surplice
conducting an English service in their Town House. To see men
buried according to the prayer book and to behold marriages solemn-
ized by the rites of the English church, were sights which from their
novelty may have interested the floating population of the little
capital, v/ho were undoubtedly entertained by the celebrations of
royal anniversaries and by the reappearance of old sports upon
certain holidays. But if these things made the curious wonder,
they m.ade the judicious grieve."*^
But all was not harmony among the puritans themselves, for
at this time, they were divided into the Old and the New, The
New had set up its own church, called Brattle Street church, and
Reverend Benjamin Colman had ccmie over from. England to take charge
of it. In regard to the establishment of this denomxinat ion. Cotton
father says, "A company of headstrong men in the town, the chief
1. K. C, Lodge - History of New England, -73.
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of whom are full of malignity to the holy ways of our churches,
have built in the town another meeting house , . . And ?irith-
out the advice or knowledge of the ministers in this vicinity, they
have published under the title of a manifest certain articles that
utterly subvert cur churches. This drives the ministers that
would be faithful unto the Lord Jesus Christ and his interests in
the churches unto a necessity of appearing for their defenses.""^
But com,munication between tha religious bodies in England
and America was not carried on only by the Anglicans. The dissent-
ing elements also kept themselves well informed as to the condition
of affairs in both lands. The congregationalist s of Hew England
patterned their creed after the doctrines of the Puritans in England
In 1680, this was well illustrated when a group of prominent church-
men were appointed to drav/ up a nev; confession of faith. Three
of the number had been in England in 1658 at the time of the pre-
parcition of the Savoy Confession, And "the desire of all -no-b
strong that the essential unity of belief between the Congregation-
al churches of Old England and the New should be expressed if possi-
ble by a common confession. The churches still stood, as at their
origin on the basis of the general Puritan theology of England, as
it had been in the time of their beginnings."
The opinions of the Quakers in America also seem to have
had some weight with the members of that sect in England, for we
find Governor Belcher very anxious to have the Friends in Massachu-
setts transmit a favorable report to England. In writing to his
1. Wendell - Cotton Kather, 143.
2, W. Walker. A History of the Congregational Churches in the
U. S., Ill, 189.
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son about the appointment of his brother as agent of New York, he
says, "I shall take care to send a letter from the Quakers in my
favor. And again he writes, "I think the Quakers have trans-
mitted your uncle a grateful account of my conduct tovjards them.
From our study of the conditions in Boston during the
early eighteenth century, it is evident that the economic, social,
literary, and religious contact with Europe was quite well developed
A people with a common ancestry, common traditions, common instincts
and desires, no matter hov/ difficult the intercourse may be,
cannot be separated by a mere expanse of sea.
1. Belcher Papers, I, 254,
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